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Abstract: Depending on the oxygen partial pressure in a tissue, the therapeutic effect of oxygenation
can vary from simple substance substitution up to hyperbaric oxygenation when breathing hyperbaric
oxygen at 2.5–3.0 ATA. Surprisingly, new data showed that it is not only the oxygen supply that
matters as even a minimal increase in the partial pressure of oxygen is efficient in triggering cellular
reactions by eliciting the production of hypoxia-inducible factors and heat-shock proteins. Moreover,
it was shown that extreme environments could also interact with the genome; in fact, epigenetics
appears to play a major role in extreme environments and exercise, especially when changes in
oxygen partial pressure are involved. Hyperbaric oxygen therapy is, essentially, “intermittent
oxygen” exposure. We must investigate hyperbaric oxygen with a new paradigm of treating oxygen
as a potent stimulus of the molecular network of reactions.

Keywords: oxygen; hyperbaric oxygen; epigenetics; normobaric oxygen paradox; hyperoxic-hypoxic
paradox

1. Background

The usual path in medical sciences is typically the same: starting with understanding
mechanisms; then conducting cellular tests using tissues, small animals, larger animals,
then small human studies; and finally extensive clinical studies. Nevertheless, hyperbaric
medicine has developed in an unusual way.

In fact, in the 1950s, a Dutch cardiac surgeon, Prof. Ite Boerema, began to use a
hyperbaric chamber that was considered efficient in curing divers affected with the so-
called “caissons’ disease” to help his newborn patients called “blue babies”. The procedure
to mend cardiac septal defects needed a cardiac arrest, and the time for such a cardiac arrest
was only minutes to secure a cardiovascular restart [1]. At that moment, an unacceptable
number of patients were not surviving the surgery, and this surgeon wanted to find a
method that would allow him to achieve better outcomes. His experiments were published
in a famous paper entitled “Life without blood”, and he proved that it was possible to
survive critical exsanguination while remaining in a hyperbaric chamber breathing high
oxygen pressures (3.0 ATA).

Increasing circulating oxygen levels in the body by increasing the barometric pressure
in the operating room permits survival even after a more prolonged cardiac arrest. Of
course, some years later, extracorporeal circulation became available, and the “hyperbaric
operating room” was no longer needed. Hyperbaric oxygen is no longer used for maintain-
ing general oxygenation levels, and its use has been somewhat limited for the treatment
of specific diseases that are not necessarily combined with hypoxemia. Since that very
moment, many hyperbaric centers have been developed, and a long list of indications and
procedures have been produced.

This medical field has been so “dispersive” that reactions arose, and hyperbaric
medicine was even “coined” as a “therapy in search of diseases” [2].

Significant progress has been made since the 1960s, and investigations into the mecha-
nisms that are underlying oxygen variations were awarded a Nobel prize in 2019 [3]. This
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is an essential milestone in the field as, today, we have sufficient understanding to tackle
two significant points that still need to be investigated in hyperbaric medicine: how much
and how often. Hyperbaric medicine should be called “oxygen medicine”; an extensive
range of oxygen levels may be used; and, according to these levels, repetitions of sessions
must be adapted.

2. The Challenge of Oxygen Partial Pressure

Depending on the oxygen partial pressure of tissues, the therapeutic effect of oxygena-
tion can vary from simple substance substitution, when normobaric hyperoxia is used to
restore tissue oxygen levels to normal values from (120 torr in arterial blood to approx.
30–40 torr in soft tissues), up to hyperbaric oxygenation when breathing of hyperbaric
oxygen at 2.5–3.0 ATA gives tissue hyperoxia well above 1000 torr.

Interestingly, the dose-effect relation is not linear but is instead “U-shaped”. It is
already the clinical standard that, at normobaric conditions, the arterial partial pressure
must be kept in the relatively narrow range of 10–20 kPa (75–150 torr), as increased mortality
was observed in critically ill patients exposed either to hypoxic or hyperoxic levels [4].

On the other hand, it is well known that exposing humans to hyperoxia induces
oxygen toxicity (Paul Bert’s effect on the brain and the Lorrain–Smith effect on the lungs).

3. The Challenge of Oxygen Toxicity

Today, the hyperbaric exposure dose (pressure and time) and repetitions are mainly
limited by pulmonary and neurological toxicity. To remain on the safe side and not harm
the patient, the OTUs (Oxygen Toxicity Units) or UTPDs (Units of Pulmonary Toxicity
Dose) are calculated, even if those units are challenged in new approaches [5–8]. Permanent
exposure to hyperbaric oxygen is not a clinical option. Fortunately, it seems that intermittent
switching between low and high oxygen pressure is sufficiently potent to induce significant
therapeutic molecular actions (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Oxygen levels and their therapeutic use (PO2, partial pressure of oxygen).

4. Oxygen as a Trigger

Surprisingly, new data show that even a minimal increase in the partial pressure of
oxygen efficiently triggers cellular reactions [9,10]. As we already expressed in previous
works, “some decades ago, on the physiological side, the two parameters that characterize
extreme environments were identified as eliciting the production of two particular elements:
hypoxia-inducible factors and heat-shock proteins. The two are ubiquitous and essential
for cellular life” [11,12].
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These “Hypoxia-Inducible Factors can trigger several hundred genes”, but it has been
shown that hyperoxia, more specifically, coming back to normoxia after hyperoxic exposure
(relative hypoxia), can trigger this essential factor responsible for vascular, cellular, and
metabolic homeostasis and apoptosis [10,13,14]. Its beneficial actions in the fight against
cancer cells have recently been advocated [12]. The second is a family of proteins acting as
chaperones for other proteins and resetting impaired proteic structures triggered by many
environmental stressors [15].

5. Epigenetics and the Challenge of Cellular Responses

Epigenetics seems to play a significant role in exercise and extreme environments [11].
Recently, it was shown that external stressors could indeed interact with the genome,
especially when changes in the oxygen partial pressure are involved [16].

This is may not be all that surprising as we know that physical exercise can produce
extensive cellular reactions, including epigenetic reactions. Physical exercise is actually an
intermittent oxidative stress variation. The oxygen level is very low in the mitochondria
(Figure 2) [17]. We can, therefore, understand how potent a minute variation of oxygen ten-
sion may be at that level. We may need to consider oxygen variations in the mitochondrion
as the most potent homeorhetic trigger in nature.

Figure 2. Oxygen cascade from ambient air down to mitochondria (figure taken from [17]).

Considering this no wonder that even variations of 10% of the inspired oxygen fraction
may be effective in humans and cultured cells [9,10,18]. It is now known that genes are
not always activated. They are not mandatorily expressed. They can be “turned on” or
“off” by external interferences that do not change the DNA sequence. There are two major
mechanisms for this: DNA methylation and histone modifications. Acute environmental
changes can induce epigenetic modifications; cells constantly receive all kinds of signals
informing them about their surrounding environment and adjust their activity to the
situation.

Recent data showed an epigenetic change through methylation in alpinists exposed to
hypoxia, demonstrating rapid changes that were even recently not considered possible in
the human epigenome following acute oxygen variation [16].
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Several other articles have discussed the fact that pulsed hyperoxia induces hypoxia-
inducible factor 1α (HIF-1α) activation and the expression of genes involved in the response
to low oxygen describing a “normobaric oxygen paradox” (NOP), i.e., that relative changes
of oxygen availability, rather than steady-state hypoxic (or hyperoxic) conditions, coordi-
nate HIF-1α transcriptional effects [14,19]. This phenomenon has different names, either
“Hyperoxic–Hypoxic Paradox” [17] or “Normobaric Oxygen Paradox” [20] depending on
the range of variation of PO2 imposed. Nevertheless, a general term could be a “relative
hypoxia” without reaching tissular hypoxic levels [20].

These studies investigated the activation of oxygen-sensitive transcription factors
in peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC) obtained from a human after breathing,
increasing PO2, generating mild, high, and very high hyperoxia (30%, 100%, and 140% O2,
respectively). The responses were followed for 24 h post exposure. It is possible that, for
higher levels of hyperoxia (high and very-high), a longer time is needed to see reactive
adaptations, such as the expression of nuclear factor erythroid 2-related factor 2 (NRF2)
and HIF-1α. Further investigations are required with prolonged periods.

All treatments were associated with significant activation of NRF2 and HIF-1α. Con-
versely, the nuclear factor kappa B (NF-kB) transcription factor was significantly activated
only by higher oxygen concentrations. The intracellular levels of total glutathione paral-
leled the nuclear transfer of NRF2 and remained elevated up to the end of the experimental
observation time along with the plasmatic level of matrix metalloproteinase 9 (MMP-9).
We confirmed that mild hyperoxia is sensed as hypoxic stress in vivo within the first 24 h,
activating HIF-1α and NRF2, but not NF-kB.

Conversely, high hyperoxia was associated with a progressive loss of the NOP re-
sponse and increased oxidative stress signals leading to NRF2 and NF-kB activation,
accompanied by the synthesis of GSH. After very high hyperoxia, HIF-1α activation was
absent in the first 24 h, and the oxidative stress response accompanied by NF-kB activation
was prevalent. The glutathione (GSH) levels paralleled the nuclear transfer of NRF2 and
remained elevated during the observation time together with the MMP-9 plasma levels.
Further confirmation was published on the activation of microRNA during different oxygen
exposures [21].

Interestingly, several articles have been interested in increasing hemoglobin and
oxygen exposure [9,14,22–24]. To achieve such an increase in a fast way, small deltas were
elicited; for a more extended response, higher oxygen variations and more distant (less
frequent) variations were needed [21]. If the oxygen variations were relatively small, a
repeated and frequent exposure had a fast answer (a few days) [22].

6. New Levels of Oxygen

Recent data confirmed that, in vivo, the return to normoxia after mild hyperoxia is
sensed as hypoxic stress characterized by HIF-1α activation [10]. On the contrary, high
hyperoxia and very high hyperoxia induce a shift toward an oxidative stress response,
characterized by NRF2 and NF-κB activation in the first 24 h post-exposure.

Even though it is possible that higher levels of hyperoxia (high hyperoxia from
50% to 100%, very high hyperoxia at hyperbaric levels) may induce late responses to
recover homeostasis over a longer window of time, previous studies in cultured cells [14]
and in vivo [12,25] suggested that critical adaptive responses occur within shorter times.
However, further investigations are needed to investigate if pulsed hyperoxia induces
specific compensatory reactive adaptations at more extended periods. Future studies
should focus on the two components of this paradigm: the oxygen exposure (time and
PO2) and time between sessions (intermittent exposures) [12,23].

Overall, already published data [10] suggested the occurrence of a “hormetic” adap-
tion to high oxygen triggered by the activation of signaling cascades leading to the expres-
sion of antioxidant systems; this is in agreement with data obtained in rodents undergoing
either hyperbaric or normobaric oxygen that initially induced significant oxidative stress
that was eventually resolved after continued exposure [26].
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To optimize applicable clinical protocols from this paradigm, future studies are ex-
pected to focus also on the “down-stream” effects of HIF-1α transcriptional activation.
Depending on the therapeutic target, using mild hyperoxia (from 30% to 40–50%) may be
more desirable [12,27], or, on the other hand, eliciting oxidative stress utilizing HH/VHH
administration may be considered a more appropriate desirable effect.

7. Intermittent Oxygen, the Clue?

Hyperbaric oxygen therapy is, by essence, “intermittent oxygen” exposure. It is clear
from previous data that we must investigate this direction with a new paradigm of treating
oxygen rather as a potent stimulus of the molecular network of reactions. The vital task
is answering the questions of “how much”, “how long”, and “how often” this stimulus
should be given. The non-linearity of the dose-response curve complicates the picture.
Still, to the end, we should be able to answer what oxygen dose should be given to reach a
specific clinical or molecular effect.

We hope that the authors of the papers in this special issue of Medicina and active read-
ers using those ideas in their research will help to shape the future of “oxygen medicine”.
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